MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between the
FOLSOM CORDOVA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
and the
FOLSOM CORDOVA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Secondary CTE Teacher Stipend

This Memorandum of Understanding shall be in effect upon ratification. Teachers in a Secondary pathway CTE position have expressed an interest in continuing compensation for the extra hours/days of work expected in their classroom duties. They want to attract and retain CTE teachers. In an attempt to meet this interest, the Parties agree the following criteria must be met to qualify for the $750 annual stipend.

Secondary CTE Teacher –
1. Must hold a valid CTE credential for the classes assigned.
2. Must teach at least one CTE class in the secondary level.
3. Must work to bring local industry mentors into the classroom.

Absent CTEIG or like grant funding and mutual agreement, this MOU shall sunset on June 30, 2020.
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